Lebanon College of Cosmetology
CAMPUS CRIME SECURITY POLICY & INFORMATION

The Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act,
more commonly known as the Clery Act, is contained (along with other security-related
disclosure requirements) in section 485 of the Higher Education Act, codified at 20 U.S.C. §
1092.
The following information will provide you with campus security policies and statistics
concerning the occurrence of criminal offenses on campus, non-campus building/property,
public property, and dorms/residential facilities on campus.
A copy of Lebanon College’s Annual Campus Safety and Security Report (also known as our
Annual Security Report, or ASR) and policies are discussed and given to students during
orientation and is distributed in compliance with the Clery Act.
Lebanon College’s commitment to safety and security includes:
 Providing a secure and crime free environment for students, faculty and staff.
 Performing regular evaluation of security programs.
 Monitoring and following up on each crime reported at the Lebanon College location.
We believe that a pro-active behavior from students, faculty, and staff which promotes security
awareness is important in all aspects of our lives. We encourage all students, faculty and staff
to accept the responsibility for their own security as well as the security of others and even in
our community.
The purpose and authority of campus personnel is limited to securing the premises and
protecting the facility. The enforcement authority of campus personnel is limited to the
enforcement of campus rules and regulations. Incidents that go beyond the scope of campus
personnel are referred to and investigated by the local law enforcement agency. All crimes that
are reported will be posted near the time-clock with the other school announcements within a
day of the reporting.
As you read the following report, comments, questions or concerns may be addressed to:
Lebanon College of Cosmetology
Attention: Christopher T. Elliott, School Administrator
1136 Lynn Street
Lebanon, MO 65536
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Students and employees are cautioned never to attempt to apprehend or pursue a suspected
criminal.
Should you witness a crime in progress or are a victim of a crime, Lebanon College of
Cosmetology requests that you follow this procedure:
 Notify a staff member immediately.
 Notify the Lebanon police department immediately by calling 911 for Emergencies and
417-532-3031 for Non Emergency reporting.
 Complete a written statement to ensure the accurate and prompt reporting of all crimes.
A school administrator will take a full written statement on a Lebanon College incident
form with the assistance of the involved parties and/or witnesses. The written
statements are included as part of a written report and such statements may be used by
campus personnel (if applicable) and local/state law enforcement authorities for the
purpose of criminal apprehension and/or crime prevention.
PREPARING THE ANNUAL DISCLOSURE
The School Administrator, serving as the campus security authority (CSA) for the school, has
the responsibility of gathering the data used to prepare the annual campus crime statistics
report. Campus crime data is gathered the same day that it is reported. The data is obtained
from reports made to local law enforcement. Crimes are counted in the disclosure based upon
the crime having been reported, not whether there was a conviction. Data is obtained annually
from local law enforcement and compared with the data gathered at the school level. The
resulting data is used to prepare the annual crime statistics report.
The ASR is published and distributed by October 1 of each year to current students and
employees. A notice of the ASR’s availability is also provided to prospective students and
employees, with a notice that a paper copy is available upon request.
REPORTABLE OFFENSES UNDER THE CLERY ACT
The Clery Act requires reporting on the following offenses:
• murder;
• arrests, or persons referred for campus
disciplinary action for drug-related
• manslaughter (non-negligent)
violations;
• sex offenses, forcible and non-forcible;
• arrests, or persons referred for
• robbery;
campus disciplinary action for
• aggravated assault;
weapons possession; and
• burglary;
• hate crimes, [which for Clery Act purposes
• motor vehicle theft;
include any crime listed in the preceding points
• arson;
and, as of 2008, larceny-theft; simple assault;
• arrests, or persons referred for campus
intimidation; and destruction, damage, or
disciplinary action for liquor law
vandalism of property in which the victim is
intentionally selected because of his or her actual
violations;
or perceived race, gender, religion, sexual
orientation, ethnicity, or disability.]
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GEOGRAPHICAL AREA
The Clery Act requires disclosure of crime statistics that occur on three types of property:
campus, non-campus buildings or property, and public property areas.
“Campus” is defined as buildings or property owned or controlled by the institution within the
same reasonably contiguous geographic area and used by the institution in a manner related to
the institution’s educational purpose. It also includes property in that contiguous area owned by
the institution but controlled by another person, if that property is used by students and supports
institutional purposes (e.g. a food or retail vendor). Branch campuses and geographically
disconnected administrative divisions or schools would be considered separate campuses for the
purposes of reporting.
“Public property” is property that is located within the same reasonably contiguous geographic
areas of the campus, like a sidewalk, street or public parking lot, that is adjacent to a facility
owned or controlled by the institution for purposes related to the institution’s educational
purposes. Crimes occurring on “public property” must also be reported in the crime statistics.
A “non-campus building or property” is one that is owned or controlled by a school recognized
student organization, or one that is owned or controlled by the institution and used by students or
by the institution for education-related purposes and that is not within the same reasonably
contiguous geographic area of the campus. Crimes occurring on “non-campus property” must be
reported. However, incidents occurring on public property adjacent to “non-campus buildings or
property” do not have to be included. *Our institution does not have such property in this
category for which we must report.
CAMPUS WARNINGS AND ALERTS
A timely warning to the campus community is distributed regarding any of the above listed
crimes (see Reportable Offenses under the Clery Act) which are deemed to represent a threat to the students
and employees, and which are reported to campus officials or to local police agencies. The
campus crime alert is issued in a manner that is timely and will aid in the prevention of similar
crimes. The dissemination to alert the campus community will be done by voice mail, and or text
message. *Campus officials may decide to issue an alert about a crime occurring off-campus but
in a location frequented by students, even though such a crime would not be included in the
annual report.
Lebanon College is essentially a non-residential School, and does not have a campus police
force. Therefore, all crimes are reported to local authorities as described in the first section
regarding policies and procedures to report crimes.
The Lebanon College Accident / Incident Report Form (referenced above) may be requested
from the Administration Office to assist in the description and recording of an incident of crime
or emergency.
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Voluntary confidential reporting: As Lebanon College is essentially a non-residential School,
and does not have a campus police force all crimes must be reported to local authorities. Local
law enforcement will allow a victim or witness to report crime on a voluntary and confidential
basis.
Crime Reporting
Efforts are made to inform members of the campus community on a timely basis about campus
crime and crime-related issues. These efforts include the following:
• Daily Crime Log – The Business Office maintains a daily crime log, which is available for
review within two days of request except in cases such as where disclosure of such
information may be prohibited by law, jeopardize the confidentiality of the victim, etc.
• Crime Alerts – Crime Alerts are published when a crime occurs on or near campus that
potentially threatens the campus community. The crime alerts are distributed in a variety of
methods, depending upon the incident. (See Timely Campus Warnings above.)
How to Report Crimes on Campus
Students and employees are cautioned never to attempt to apprehend or pursue a suspected
criminal. Crimes or suspected criminals should be reported to the CSA or other designated staff
member or, if appropriate, to 911. Immediately report any crimes or suspicious activity by:
• Calling (417) 532-8522, please speak with a staff member
• Stopping by the School Office.
If you have any doubts about whether to report something that has occurred, report it. Victims of,
or witnesses to, crimes may disclose them on a voluntary, confidential basis to the CSA, which
can then determine whether the event constitutes a crime that has to be collected and statistically
reported. Your cooperation in timely reporting assists the school in issuing equally timely
warnings to the campus community. All crimes must be reported immediately.
Always use your eyes, ears, and telephone to keep campus officials advised of what you see and
hear. Call or stop by the School Office when you see:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strangers loitering in office areas, hallways, classrooms, or lounge areas, etc.
Unsecured doors or windows in campus buildings that are supposed to be locked
Anyone tampering with a motor vehicle or loitering in a parking lot
Persons publicly displaying a weapon
Persons loitering in dark or secluded areas
Suspicious persons carrying articles, equipment, luggage, or other packages out of campus
buildings
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Crime is a serious problem with no easy solutions. Therefore, all members of the school campus
community are encouraged to assist one another by taking responsibility for personal safety and
assisting with the security needs of others. While school staff and security measures may offer
assistance regarding safety and security concerns, ultimately the primary responsibility for your
personal safety rests with you.
Safety Tips
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stay alert of your surroundings, wherever you are.
If you feel uncomfortable in a place, leave right away.
Keep eyes and ears open, hands free.
Choose busy streets and avoid going through deserted areas.
At night, walk in well-lit areas whenever possible.
Try not to walk or jog alone. Take a friend or walk in a group.
Avoid carrying large sums of cash.
When in public spaces, keep valuable items including jewelry, mobile phones and wallets out
of sight.
• Carry a pepper or mace spray as a precautionary measure.
• Avoid returning to campus after dark, or walk in groups to and from buildings.
• Report suspicious behavior immediately to a staff or faculty.
SECURITY, PERSONAL SAFETY AND CRIME PREVENTION
Lebanon College provides information on personal safety and crime prevention via written, webbased information and/or visits from area resource individuals. The Admissions office has a
directory of services that are available, within the community, to assist those who have suffered
from a criminal act. These services are usually free and are provided by the community. During
the orientation of students, faculty and staff, procedures are outlined to cover the reporting of all
criminal acts.
Campus Sex Crimes Prevention Act
The federal Campus Sex Crimes Prevention Act that became effective October 27, 2002 requires
eligible institutions participating in the Title IV Federal Student Aid programs to issue a
statement advising the campus community where the State law enforcement agency information
concerning registered sex offenders/predators may be obtained. Sex offenders are required to be
registered according to the State law in the State in which they reside and are also required to
notify appropriate State officials of each postsecondary school at which the offender is employed
or is a student. Any such offender is also required to give notice to the appropriate State
authorities of any changes in enrollment or employment status at the postsecondary school.
The Revised Statutes of Missouri, Chapter 589 Sections 400 to 425 and 43.650, RSMo, mandate
that the Missouri State Highway Patrol shall maintain a sex offender database and a web site on
the Internet that is accessible to the public. Additional information and verification may be
obtained from the Chief Law Enforcement Official (Sheriff) of the county where the sex offender
resides.
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In the State of Missouri information concerning registered sex offenders and predators may be
obtained from:
Missouri Highway Patrol
Sex Offender Registry


Telephone: (573) 526-6348



Toll Free 1-888-767-6747



mosor@mshp.dps.mo.gov

Information is also available in the United States Department of Justice national sex offender
registry at http://www.nsopw.gov/Core/Portal.aspx
CAMPUS SEXUAL VIOLENCE ELIMINATION ACT

The Campus Sexual Violence Elimination Act of 2013 (SaVE Act) requires schools to educate
students, staff, and faculty on the prevention of rape, acquaintance rape, domestic violence,
dating violence, sexual assault, and stalking. As part of Lebanon College’s compliance with the
SaVE Act requirements for prevention and awareness programs that address the specified areas
above, the institution has several relevant brochures available on display on the student
informational bulletin boards. These brochures are from nationally recognized organizations and
include awareness and preventive information. These brochures also include help hotlines
related to these specific topics. Additionally, Lebanon College has a sexual assault prevention
program that includes, but is not limited to the following:









Use of a “Buddy System” when walking to parked cars at night
Leaving the building in a group when classes are dismissed
If an assault occurs, notify a staff member immediately
Do not disturb the crime scene
Notify local law enforcement officials
Secure counseling for the victim, or offer a referral to appropriate entities that provide
applicable counseling
Change the academic schedule if victim requests
Disciplinary actions include dismissal from the School

As part of the effort to provide an environment conducive to the school's mission, the
following services relating to sexual assault are provided at Lebanon College. The school
provides educational programs (referenced above) to enhance awareness of sexual assault
and the condition that fosters this offense on school campuses. The school undertakes
efforts to safeguard the rights and interest of the survivor and pursues sanctions against the
perpetrator(s) of sexual assault. The school official will, upon request, arrange transportation
to a hospital for treatment and evidence collection; provide notification to an off-campus
support and counseling service; provide assistance in contacting the appropriate law
enforcement agency as applicable.
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Lebanon College does not tolerate sexual assault against females or males, whether
committed by a stranger or by an acquaintance. The school attempts to protect members
of the school community, including visitors, from sexual assaults and offers any student,
faculty or staff member who survives a sexual assault that occurs within the context of the
school community the support necessary to enable them to continue to pursue their
academic or career goals.
Definitions
For the purposes of this Policy, "sexual assault" is defined as any sexual act perpetrated upon
a person without their consent, where the assailant uses physical force, threat, coercion or
intimidation to overpower or control the victim; where the victim fears that they or another
person will be injured or otherwise harmed if they do not submit; where the victim is
prevented from resisting due to the influence of alcohol or other drugs; or where consent is
otherwise not freely given. A sexual act includes, but is not limited to, actual or attempted
intercourse, sexual touching, fondling, and groping. Sexual assault is classified as "rape"
when vaginal, anal or oral intercourse takes place without consent. This includes penetration
by a foreign object.
Sex crimes, including but not limited to sexual assaults and rapes, represent violations of
criminal and civil law, and constitute serious breaches of student or employee conduct as
well. All parties engaging in sexual activity must be based upon explicit consent among the
parties. Verbal communications of non-consent, non-verbal acts of resistance or rejection, or
mental impairment of the victim due to any cause including the victim's use of alcohol or
drugs may constitute lack of consent. The use of alcohol or drugs will not be accepted as an
explanation for the actions of any individual charged with a violation of this policy.
Any individual who has been sexually assaulted, including date or acquaintance rape, is
strongly encouraged to report the incident to the local police (if off-campus), school officials
described below, faculty or staff members as well as any civil authorities that an individual
deems appropriate. Staff members are trained to assist and support victims in notifying
appropriate law enforcement authorities regarding such crimes, if requested by the victim.
Suggestions to Reduce Risk:
• There is strength in numbers or group dates. Go to parties or clubs with a friend and be
responsible for each other. Don't split up. Have a preplanned signal to let your friend
know that you want to leave or need help.
• Control your alcohol; don't let it control you. Drink responsibly or not at all, especially
on first dates.
• No substance abuse.
• Know your limits. It's never too late to say "no." Don't be embarrassed or ashamed to
say "no" or ask someone to stop. It is your body.
• Verbalize your expectations. Be up front. Talk about sexual boundaries. A
potentially embarrassing conversation could save you from a traumatic
situation.
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• Trust your gut instinct. Guard your personal space. If someone makes you
uncomfortable, remove yourself from the situation.
• Believe in yourself. Know your rights. Women do not ask to be raped any more than a
man with money in his pocket is asking to be robbed. You are in charge of your body
and you can say "NO".
• End the night early if your date becomes drunk or abusive. No one deserves
physical or emotional abuse.
Response to Reports of Sexual Assault
The school is committed to creating an environment that both promotes and assists in prompt
reporting of sexual assault, and to providing compassionate support services for survivors.
Students who are the victims of campus-related sexual assault are entitled to certain rights.
These rights include, but are not limited to, the following:
• The survivor has the right to have their claims treated seriously and to be
treated with dignity.
• The survivor has the right to be informed of their options with regard to notifying law
enforcement authorities and to be assisted in notifying such authorities if they so choose.
Because the school recognizes that a sexual assault is more than an assault on an
individual’s body, but is also an attack on the individual's dignity and sense of self, the
school is committed to ensuring that the decision to take action against the accused rests
solely with the survivor. There may be circumstances, however, depending upon the status
of the alleged assailant and the seriousness of the offense, in which the school must take
action to protect the survivor or the campus community. Federal law requires that the
school provide the campus community with timely notice of certain reported crimes and/or
acts the institution believes represent a threat to members of the campus community.
• The survivor has the right to be free from undue coercion of any kind from the school's
personnel. Such coercion includes but is not limited to pressuring the survivor to report,
not to report, or to under report a sexual assault; suggesting that the survivor somehow
contributed to or assumed the risk of being sexually assaulted; or suggesting that the
survivor or the school would incur unwanted publicity or humiliation by reporting the
sexual assault.
• Student survivors may choose to change academic arrangements, if such changes are
reasonably available, without financial or academic penalty. For assistance in exploring
options for a change in academic situations, contact should be made with the Director.
If you are Sexually Assaulted
 Get to a safe place.
 Call the police as soon as it is safe by dialing 9-1-1.
Reporting the Assault
Students who believe that they are victims of a sexual assault should contact at least one of
the following school officials.
 School Director
 School Owner
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School faculty, staff members or campus visitors who believe they are victims of a sexual
assault should contact at least one of the following school officials:
 School Director
 School Owner
Individuals who have been raped or sexually assaulted should try to preserve all physical
evidence. They should not wash, use the toilet, or change clothing, if doing so can be
avoided. If oral contact took place, one should not smoke, eat, drink, or brush one's teeth. If
one changes clothes, all clothing worn at the time of the attack should be placed in a paper
bag, not plastic. Medical attention should be sought as soon as possible to assess any
physical injuries, provide appropriate medical treatment, and collect important evidence in
the event legal action is taken.
In cases of alleged sexual assault, the accuser and the accused are entitled to the same
opportunities to have others present during campus disciplinary proceedings, and both the
accuser and the accused shall be informed of the outcome of any campus disciplinary
proceeding brought alleging a sexual assault. An accused perpetrator of sexual assault, if
determined to be responsible of the accused sexual assault, may be dismissed from Lebanon
College immediately.
The nature of sexual assault, particularly when perpetrated by an acquaintance, makes it
difficult for many survivors to report their experience. For this reason, the local Cope
House is an example of places where individuals may seek assistance in complete
confidentiality.
Important Phone Numbers
Cope of Lebanon (24-hour hotline) 1-877-275-0930 Local (417) 532-2885
When people think of COPE, they think emergency shelter, but they are so much more than that. Cope
provides family violence and sexual assault related services to victims of violent crimes, and their
children offering assistance in areas such as a 24 hour hotline, crisis intervention, personal advocacy,
sexual assault and legal advocacy, case management, support group, referrals, residential/non-residential
services, follow-up care, and education.

The National Domestic Violence Hotline (24-hour Hotline) 1-888-799-SAFE
www.thehotline.org
Metropolitan Organization to Counter Sexual Assault – M i s s o u r i ( 8 1 6 ) 5 3 1 - 0 2 3 3
The Admissions Office has a directory of services that are available, within the community, to
assist those who have suffered from a criminal act. These services are usually free and are
provided by the community. During the orientation of students, faculty and staff, procedures are
outlined to cover the reporting of all criminal acts.
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE AND EVACUATION PROCEDURES – POLICY
Lebanon College has in place a campus response protocol. In an emergency or a dangerous
situation, upon confirmation with the School Director, or designee, of the need for mass
notification, the School Director, or designee, will without delay, taking into account the safety
of the community, determine the content of the notification and initiate the notification system,
unless issuing a notification will, in the professional judgment of the responsible authorities,
compromise efforts to assist a victim or to contain, respond to, or otherwise mitigate the
emergency. Emergency or dangerous situations may include, but are not limited to, gas leaks,
tornadoes, contagious viruses, etc.
This emergency notification requirement does not replace the timely warning requirement
described earlier. They differ in that the timely warning applies only to Clery reportable crimes
while the emergency notification requirement addresses a much wider range of threats (i.e., gas
leaks, tornadoes, contagious viruses, etc.). However, an institution that follows its emergency
notification procedures is not required to issue a timely warning based on the same
circumstances but must provide adequate follow-up information to the community as needed.
Training, exercises and tests will be conducted annually by management on the campus
level and by the individuals relevant to mass notification. Management will document
each test conducted by all relevant entities.
Student Must Know – Emergency Information
The campus takes various precautionary measures to protect the students, staff, faculty, and
campus visitors.

Nothing herein precludes any student, staff or faculty from contacting the appropriate authorities
directly in the event they feel in threat of physical harm or imminent danger.
*** In case of emergency - dial 911***
Department of Homeland Security:
“Active shooter awareness- options for consideration”
http://www.dhs.gov/video/options-consideration-active-shooter-training-video
Student Emergency Responses
There is potential for students to be involved in a variety of emergency situations for which
appropriate actions must be taken. These possible situations include incidences that may require
emergency evacuation, emergency lockdown, external lockdown, or to shelter in place.
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Emergency Evacuation
Evacuation is the movement of campus occupants from a dangerous or potentially dangerous
location to a safe location. There are two types of evacuation: fire evacuation and non-fire
evacuation.
Fire evacuation:
 Evacuation is mandatory when a fire alarm is activated.
 Follow authorized personnel’s (e.g., faculty, staff, or fire department personnel, etc.)
instructions if given.
 Do not use the elevators.
 Assist people with disabilities, if possible.
 Ensure all doors and windows are closed as a room and building are evacuated. (Do not lock
doors.)
 Do not attempt to reenter the facility unless and until directed to do so by authorized
personnel.
 Evacuate to a safe distance and location from the building affected, away from fire hydrants,
fire lanes, and not under power lines.
Non-fire evacuation
 A non-fire evacuation will be initiated by the School Director
 Follow instructions if given.
 Assist people with disabilities if possible.
 Do not attempt to reenter the facility unless directed to do so
Emergency Lockdown
Emergency Lockdown is used to dramatically and rapidly enhance the level of security of the
campus. By locking all exterior, interior and classroom doors, staff can make it more difficult for
dangerous person(s) in the vicinity of the campus and in the campus to gain access to staff and
students;
 Lock or barricade doors of classroom and internal student areas of congregation.
 Close blinds, turn off lights.
 Remain quiet and out of sight.
 If gunshots are heard, lie on the floor and try to use available resources for additional cover
and concealment.
 If you are outside when a lockdown is declared, seek shelter away from danger.
 If a fire alarm is activated during a lockdown, proceed with extreme caution.
 Do not open the door for people claiming to be public safety personnel unless you have an
opportunity to view photo identification or are instructed to do so by a staff member whom
you recognize.
External Lockdown
External lockdown creates a physical layer of security between the internal and external
dimensions of the campus. In addition to locked entrances, this may also include a supervised
entry and exit to campus facilities, and/or barricade to campus property (e.g., barricades or
chains restricting access to campus parking and grounds). This lockdown allows staff and
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students to continue activities while maintaining access control to the campus and remain in an
elevated state of security.
 Remain in classroom.
 Follow faculty and staff instructions
 Remain attentive to any change in status.
Shelter in place
Sheltering in place procedures is traditionally utilized when:
1. A tornado has been spotted.
2. There has been a chemical or biological incident outside of, but in proximity to a campus and
available information indicates that there is no adequate time to evacuate building occupants to
another safe location before the dangerous contaminants reach the facility.






Follow staff and faculty instructions.
Assist people with disabilities if possible
If you are outside when a shelter in place is declared, immediately seek an interior room or
hallway with no windows.
Close windows and doors – do not lock doors.
Remain in shelter until an all clear is given.
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Lebanon College of Cosmetology

OPE ID: 04249500

1136 Lynn Street, Lebanon, MO 65536
For more information about this institution, email celliott@imperiumeducationgroup.com
Campus: Main Campus
General

Security Officer

1136 Lynn Street.
Lebanon, MO 65536

Name: Curtis Kline
Title: Security Officer
1136 Lynn.
Lebanon, MO 65536
Phone: 573-291-4430

On-campus Student Housing
Facilities
This institution does not provide
On-campus Student Housing
Facilities.
Criminal Offenses

|

Local Police Crime Statistics
Local statistics are included with
the campus's statistics.

Hate Crimes

|

Arrests

|

Disciplinary Actions

The crime data reported by the institutions have not been subjected to independent verification by
the U.S. Department of Education. Therefore, the Department cannot vouch for the accuracy of
the data reported here.

Criminal Offenses - On campus
Total Occurrences on Campus
Criminal Offense

2016

2017

2018

a. Murder/Non-Negligent Manslaughter

0

0

0

b. Negligent Manslaughter

0

0

0

c. Rape

0

0

0

d. Fondling

0

0

0
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e. Incest
f. Statutory Rape
g. Robbery

0

0

0

h. Aggravated Assault

0

0

0

i. Burglary

0

0

0

j. Motor Vehicle Theft

0

0

0

k. Arson

0

0

0

Criminal Offenses - Public Property
Total Occurrences on Public Property
Criminal Offense

2016

2017

2018

a. Murder/Non-Negligent Manslaughter

0

0

0

b. Negligent Manslaughter

0

0

0

c. Rape

0

0

0

0

0

0

g. Robbery

0

0

0

h. Aggravated Assault

0

0

0

i. Burglary

0

0

0

j. Motor Vehicle Theft

0

0

0

k. Arson

0

0

d. Fondling
e. Incest
f. Statutory Rape

0
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VAWA Offenses – On Campus
Total Occurrences on Campus
Criminal Offense

2016

2017

2018

a. Domestic Violence

0

0

0

b. Dating Violence

0

0

0

c. Stalking

0

0

0

VAWA Offenses – Public Property
Total occurrences on Public Property
Criminal Offense

2016

2017

2018

a. Domestic Violence

0

0

0

b. Dating Violence

0

0

0

c. Stalking

0

0

0

Hate Crimes
There were no hate crimes reported in 2014, 2015, or 2016.

Arrests – On Campus
Total occurrences on Campus
Criminal offense

2016

2017

2018

a. Weapons: Carrying, Possessing, etc

0

0

0

b. Drug Abuse Violations

0

0

0

c. Liquor Law Violations

0

0

0

Disciplinary Actions – On Campus
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Total occurrences on Campus
Criminal offense

2016

2017

2018

a. Weapons: Carrying, Possessing, etc

0

0

0

b. Drug Abuse Violations

0

0

0

c. Liquor Law Violations

0

0

0

Disciplinary Actions – Public Property
Total occurrences on Public Property
Criminal offense

2016

2017

2018

a. Weapons: Carrying, Possessing, etc

0

0

0

b. Drug Abuse Violations

0

0

0

c. Liquor Law Violations

0

0

0

Unfounded Crimes
Total Occurrences
Criminal offense

2016

2017

2018

a. Total Unfounded Crimes

0

0

0
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